Compare OVD Enterprise

™

An Alternative to Citrix
and VMware
OVD Enterprise is an affordable alternative to Citrix and VMware. It lets any organization
move business-critical applications to the cloud and deliver them to users on any device
or Web browser.
OVD Enterprise removes the cost and complexity associated with other solutions. It
provides an alternative that is fast and easy to implement, simple to manage and offers
a great user experience.
Best of all, OVD Enterprise is typically half the cost of Citrix and VMware.

Fast and Easy Implementation
OVD Enterprise is fast and easy to deploy. It installs in minutes, not days, and you
won’t need expensive consultants to manage lengthy implementation.
OVD’s modern multi-tenant design requires less hardware overhead and integrates
with today’s IT standards, including any hypervisor, LDAP or MS Active Directory service,
and network storage.

A Great User Experience on Any Device
Say goodbye to slow session and application launches. OVD provides a fast application
user experience without the performance lags and annoying disruptions that impact
other solutions. Users can access their apps on any desktop, mobile, or browserenabled device. You can also use low-cost thin clients like Raspberry Pi to support full
remote productivity with a familiar Windows or Linux virtual workspace.

Unified Management
Administrators can manage every aspect of OVD – users, applications, tenants,
and servers – through OVD’s single Web-based management console. Convenient
automation and user management features allow administrators to publish and
manage applications quickly from one centralized location.

Lower Cost of Ownership
OVD is available as an all-inclusive OPEX subscription plan with no costly upfront
perpetual licenses. Overall, OVD Enterprise can be deployed for half the cost of
solutions like Citrix or VMware.
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Inuvika OVD Enterprise

Citrix Virtual Apps and
Desktops (XenApp / XenDesktop)

VMware
Horizon/Horizon Apps

Requires a Linux sub-session to
access Linux apps.

Windows apps only.
Linux requires a dedicated VDI
session.

Limited by device and apps.

Limited by device and apps.

Lengthy and complex.

Lengthy and complex.

Deploys on Windows and
requires MS Active Directory.

Deploys on Windows and
requires MS Active Directory.

Only works with select
hypervisors.

Requires vSphere.

Requires additional components.

✓

✓

Use Windows and Linux apps together within the same
session on desktops, mobile devices, Chromebook,
Raspberry Pi thin clients, and HTML5 browser devices.

✓

Deliver apps together within a shared Windows or
Linux desktop, seamlessly integrated into the user’s
local desktop and Start menu, or within a Web portal.

✓

Installs in hours or less, with no need for costly
certifications and training for staff.

✓

Save on licensing fees. Deploys on Linux and works
with any LDAP directory service or MS Active Directory.

✓

Works with any hypervisor, including KVM, Nutanix
AHV, ESXi, Hyper-V and Xenserver.

✓

Includes secure remote access for remote users.

✓

Automated application discovery and fast publishing
through the Web management console.

Requires additional steps with
manual configuration.

Partial automation only.

✓

Manage servers, users, tenants and applications from a
single Web-based console.

Requires multiple consoles and
must be accessed via MMC on
Windows.

Requires multiple consoles
(vSphere).

✓

Access applications and shared desktops from any
HTML5 Web browser.

Native clients are recommended
as the preferred access method.

✓

✓

Support for Web browser printing included.

Requires extra components.

Supports predefined locationbased printing only.

✓

Multi-tenant ready.

Very complex and requires
duplication of resources.

Only supported on VMware
Horizon Cloud edition.

✓

Sold as a simple one, three or five year OPEX
subscription plan. All product releases and updates are
included during the lifetime of your subscription.

Available in multiple editions,
with costly upfront perpetual
license fees. Maintenance is
extra; new major releases are not
included.

Costly upfront perpetual
license fees. Maintenance is
extra; new major releases are
not included.

™

To learn more about OVD Enterprise, or to request a free trial, visit
https://www.inuvika.com/ovd/citrix-alternative/
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